Twelve Years A Slave

#1 Bestseller Now a major motion picture
directed by Steve McQueen and starring
Brad Pitt, Chiwetel Ejiofor, Michael
Fassbender, Benedict Cumberbatch, and
Paul Giamatti 12 Years a Slave is a riveting
true account of a free man captured and
sold into slavery in the preCivil War South.
Solomon Northups narrative explores one
of the darkest times in American history
and captures in vivid detail the
unimaginable realities of slavery. In 1841,
the educated musician Solomon Northup, a
free man living in New York who is cruelly
deceived by the promise of a job in
Washington, is drugged, kidnapped, and
sold into slavery. Once Solomon arrives in
New Orleans, he is given a slave name and
soon realizes that any mention of his rights
as a free man is sure to bring cruel
punishment or death. Denied his freedom
and ripped away from his family, he spends
twelve
emotionally
and
physically
gruelling years on a Louisiana cotton
plantation enduring the hardships and
brutalities of life as a slave. When Solomon
eventually finds a sympathizing friend, a
daring rescue is attempted that could either
end in Solomons death or restore his
freedom and reunite him with his family.
When Solomon Northup published this
harrowing account of slavery in 1853, it
immediately stirred up controversy in the
national debate over slavery, helping to
sway public opinion in favour of abolition.
His book 12 Years a Slave remains one of
the most insightful, detailed, and eloquent
depictions of slavery in America. It
demonstrates the extraordinary resilience
of one mans spirit in the face of extreme
suffering and his incredible will to survive.

12 Years a Slave is a 2013 period drama film and an adaptation of the 1853 slave narrative memoir Twelve Years a
Slave by Solomon Northup, a New York12 Years a Slave. 832457 likes 596 talking about this. Available now on
DIGITAL: http:///2uRhl2i. - 1 min - Uploaded by FoxSearchlightSolomon (Chiwetel Ejiofor) is enticed by Brown
(Scoot McNairy) and Hamilton ( Taran Killam) to Still of Michael Fassbender in 12 Years a Slave (2013) Still of
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Michael Fassbender and Lupita Nyongo in 12 Years a Slave (2013 Still of Chiwetel Ejiofor in 12 This piece was
originally published in December 2013, before the release of the film 12 Years a Slave. - 2 min - Uploaded by Cieon
Movies12 Years a Slave trailer 2013 - Official movie trailer in HD 1080p - starring Chiwetel Ejiofor - 2 min Uploaded by Movieclips Coming SoonSubscribe to TRAILERS: http:///sxaw6h Subscribe to COMING SOON: http://
bit.ly/H2vZUn 12 Years a Slave (2013) cast and crew credits, including actors, actresses, directors, writers and
more.Critics Consensus: Its far from comfortable viewing, but 12 Years a Slaves unflinchingly brutal look at American
slavery is also brilliant -- and quite possiblyTwelve Years a Slave is an 1853 memoir and slave narrative by American
Solomon Northup as told to and edited by David Wilson. Northup, a black man who Free kindle book and epub
digitized and proofread by Project Gutenberg.
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